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Abstract: For many years, SF6 has been the preferred dielectric medium in electrical power applica-
tions, particularly in high voltage gas-insulated equipment. However, with the recognition that SF6

has an extremely long atmospheric lifetime and very high global warming potential, governments
have pursued emission reductions from gas-filled equipment. The electrical power industry has
responded to this environmental challenge applying SF6-free technologies to an expanding range of
applications which have traditionally used SF6, including gas-insulated switchgear, gas-insulated
circuit breakers and gas-insulated lines or bus bars. Some of these SF6-free solutions include gas
mixtures containing fluorinated compounds that have low climate impact, among them, a fluoroni-
trile and a fluoroketone developed as 3M™ Novec™ 4710 Insulating Gas and 3M™ Novec™ 5110
Insulating Gas, respectively. Both fluoronitrile and fluoroketone mixtures are successfully used in
gas-insulated equipment currently operating on the grid where they reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions by more than 99% versus SF6. This paper reviews these leading components of alternative-gas
mixtures with updates on the performance, safety and environmental profiles in electrical power
applications.

Keywords: sulfur hexafluoride; SF6; insulation; dielectric medium; SF6-free; SF6-alternative; fluo-
roketone; fluoronitrile

1. Introduction

Sulfur hexafluoride, SF6, has been a critical component in high voltage applications
for several decades with the installed base of gas-filled equipment continuing to grow. Its
combination of chemical, electrical, and physical properties has made SF6 the preferred
dielectric medium in gas-insulated switchgear (GIS), gas circuit breakers (GCB) and gas
insulated lines (GIL). While much of the equipment operating on the electrical grid today
depends upon the use of SF6, the industry has been searching for an alternative due to
environmental concerns over the properties of this highly stable insulating gas. A long
atmospheric lifetime of 3200 years results in a global warming potential (GWP) for SF6 of
23,500, making it the most potent greenhouse gas identified to date.

Identification of viable alternatives to SF6 is complicated by the unique combination
of properties required in dielectric applications. Unfortunately, the very properties that
make SF6 an ideal insulating gas, namely chemical inertness, are the same properties that
make it exceptionally long lived in the atmosphere. Therefore, any replacement of SF6 as
an insulating gas must implicitly have some form of reactivity to facilitate degradation in
the atmosphere and overcome the environmental concerns. The materials also need to be
nonflammable and low enough in toxicity to allow for safe handling using practices similar
to those currently used within the industry. Alternatives certainly need to have very high
dielectric strength, providing performance as close to SF6 as possible. Since the gas-filled
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equipment will be used in a variety of conditions, the materials must remain gaseous over
the expected operating temperatures of these systems. The dielectric medium must also
be stable over the working life of this equipment without contributing to corrosion or
other adverse effects on the device. Most importantly, to be sustainable alternatives, new
compounds need to have acceptable combinations of environmental properties, including
no ozone depletion potential and significantly reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from
these applications compared to SF6, since this is the principal reason for transitioning to
new technology.

Two compounds, a fluoronitrile and a fluoroketone, were found to combine the
requisite properties for electric power applications. They both have been shown to function
as a key dielectric component in insulating gas mixtures while providing significantly
lower climate impact. As a result, the electric power industry has begun implementing
SF6-alternative gas mixtures based upon these compounds over the last several years [1–4].
The fluoronitrile and fluoroketone are recognized within the electric power industry as
3M™ Novec™ 4710 Insulating Gas and 3M™ Novec™ 5110 Insulating Gas, respectively [5].
In some publications they are referred to as C4-FN or C5-FK or even simply C4 or C5.
For the duration of this paper, these compounds will be identified as Novec 5110 gas and
Novec 4710 gas. This paper is a review of these components in SF6-alternative gas mixtures
covering material properties and performance in dielectric applications as well as safety
and environmental considerations.

2. Performance in Dielectric Applications
2.1. Properties of Pure Novec Insulating Gases

The Novec Insulating Gases exhibit several physical properties that are similar to SF6.
They are highly fluorinated, nonflammable, high density gases with extremely low freezing
points and excellent dielectric properties. At any given pressure, the pure Novec gases
display dielectric breakdown voltages that are superior to that of SF6 as shown in Figure 1.
Table 1 provides a summary of these key physical properties. It also lists the environmental
attributes of each gas. Like SF6, the Novec Insulating Gases are non-ozone depleting since
they do not affect stratospheric ozone leading to an ozone depletion potential (ODP) of zero.
However, their measurably shorter atmospheric lifetimes lead to significantly lower GWPs.
As will be shown below, the shorter atmospheric lifetimes are also the key attribute that
enables substantial reductions in the overall greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions resulting
from gas-insulated equipment using these alternatives.
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Figure 1. Dielectric breakdown voltage of pure gases [5].
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Table 1. Alternative gas properties compared to SF6 [5].

Property at 1 Bar, 25 ◦C Sulfur Hexafluoride Novec 4710 Novec 5110

Chemical Formula SF6 (CF3)2CFCN (CF3)2CFC(O)CF3
Molecular Weight 146 195 266
Boiling Point (◦C) −63.9 a −5 27

Vapor Pressure (kPa) 2372 297 94
Freezing Point (◦C) −50.8 −118 −110

Flash Point (◦C) none none none
Gas Density (kg/m3) 5.9 7.9 10.7

Thermal Conductivity (W/m·K) 0.013 0.025 0.004
Breakdown Voltage (kV) 2.5 mm gap with parallel

electrodes 14.0 27.5 18.4 b

Atmospheric Lifetime (year) 3200 30 0.04 (15 days)
Ozone Depletion Potential zero zero zero

GWP (100-year ITH) 23,500 2100 <1
a Sublimation Point, b at saturation.

2.2. Properties of Gas Mixtures

Due to their higher boiling points and corresponding lower vapor pressures, the Novec
gases are used in gaseous mixtures rather than as pure materials. Dilution in gaseous
mixtures allows the equipment to operate at temperatures well below the boiling points of
these materials without condensation. Once gases form a homogeneous mixture, they do
not physically separate unless liquefied by cooling below the condensation temperature or
compressed to very high pressures. Similarly, although gas density will vary with height
in a vertical column, the mixture does not separate over time with the higher molecular
weight components concentrating at lower elevations. Figure 2 shows the change in gas
density as a function of height in a column of gas for several gases. The pressure exerted by
the column of gas above any point creates a greater density compared to higher elevations.
Thus, the density of a gas decreases at higher elevations. Larger variations occur as the
molecular weight of the gas increases since the greater mass produces higher pressures
at the lower elevations. However, the concentrations of individual components in a gas
mixture do not change with height. The pressure exerted by the column of gas mixture
above a molecule of any component is the same, resulting from the density of the gas
mixture above it rather than any individual pure gas. As a result, all components of a
mixture are exposed to the same gravitational force and pressure. Therefore, no driving
force is created to cause a separation. A similar conclusion was reached in the 1982 EPRI
Report EL-2620 [6]: “In the absence of condensation, a gas mixture will not separate into its
component gases over a short or long period of time even when the molecular weights of
the component gases are markedly different.” Accordingly, gas separation has not been
observed experimentally [5–7]. For example, a gas mixture containing Novec 4710 gas
and CO2 was stored in a 2-m vertical tube at −15 ◦C for 6 months with no change in
composition detected over the height of the tube [7].

Table 2 shows a comparison of representative gas mixtures that are used in high
voltage systems relative to pure SF6. The dielectric breakdown voltage of a gas mixture
varies with the concentration of Novec gas as well as the total pressure of the mixture. As
shown in Figure 3, it is possible to compensate for the lower dielectric strength of a dilute
gas mixture by increasing the total gas pressure used within the system. In fact, that is the
strategy often employed by manufacturers of gas-insulated equipment. Numerous systems
using Novec gas mixtures are currently operating on the grid, including installations of
GIS, GCB and GIL. These systems have been designed to deliver performance comparable
to similarly rated SF6 equipment, [8,9].
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Table 2. Gas mixture properties compared to SF6.

Gas Formulation (mole%) 100% SF6
5% Novec

4710/95% CO2

5% Novec
5110/95% Air

Typical GIS Pressure (bar) 4 6 6.5
Gas Density @ 25 ◦C (kg/m3) 24.75 12.48 10.67

Condensation temperature (◦C) −38 −27 0
Dielectric breakdown voltage
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3. Safety Considerations

A key aspect for use of any SF6-alternative technology is the ability to use it safely
within gas-filled equipment. Personnel may come into contact with an insulating gas
through handling during initial filling and maintenance of the equipment, leakage during
normal operation and when decommissioning the system. The safety of Novec Insu-
lating Gases has been evaluated through a series of toxicological studies [10,11]. These
3M-sponsored studies were approved by the laboratories’ Institutional Animal Care and
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Use Committees and animal care complied with all applicable national and local regula-
tions. All toxicological studies that followed OECD guidelines (Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development) were performed under GLP conditions (Good Labora-
tory Practice). Both gases demonstrated low acute toxicity hazard as reflected in their
Globally Harmonized System (GHS) classification of Category 4 or higher. Both Novec
gases also presented a low hazard profile in repeat-dose inhalation toxicity studies where
irritant-associated effects were noted in tissues at the portal of entry (nose and mouth), the
respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts, at the highest exposure concentrations. In addition,
both gases have demonstrated no genotoxicity potential where Novec 4710 gas was found
to be not mutagenic in both in vitro and in vivo assays and Novec 5110 gas was shown
to be not mutagenic in an in vitro genotoxicity assay. While Novec 5110 gas has not yet
been evaluated in an in vivo study the next nearest homologue (an analogous fluoroketone
with chain length one carbon longer) has been shown to be not mutagenic through in vivo
tests. Thus, based on all available data the weight of evidence indicates that the both Novec
Insulating Gases would not be classified as CMR hazards (carcinogenicity, mutagenicity,
reproductive toxicity).

As an additional step, the assessment of the available data and associated hazard
classification recommendation for Novec 4710 gas was confirmed and validated in an
independent, third-party assessment [12]. This technical assessment confirmed that “Based
on the available data, no self-classification for the CMR hazard categories is currently
warranted or anticipated in the future.” A summary of the key results for both Novec gases
is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Key toxicological results on pure Novec Insulating Gases.

Novec 4710 Gas Novec 5110 Gas

Low acute inhalation toxicity (4-h LC50 >
10,000, <15,000 ppmv)

Low acute inhalation toxicity (4-h LC50 > 148,
<213 mg/L) 1

Low repeated-dose inhalation toxicity (based
upon 28-day study)

Low repeated-dose inhalation toxicity (based
upon 28-day study)

Negative for in vivo genotoxicity using both
micronucleus and Comet assays

Not mutagenic in bacterial reverse mutation
assays

Negative for reproductive and developmental
toxicity

Expected to be negative for reproductive and
developmental toxicity based upon read across

from next nearest homologue
1 Defined as a liquid under Globally Harmonized System based upon vapor pressure.

Considering the results from the full range of studies, the 3M Medical Department
established occupational exposure limits (OEL) of 65 ppm and 225 ppmv (8-h time weighted
averages) for Novec 4710 gas and Novec 5110 gas, respectively. Small releases of insulating
gases can occur during filling, maintenance, and decommissioning operations when gas-
tight connections are sealed and unsealed. However, airborne concentrations measured
during gas transfer operations are normally less than 10 ppmv [5]. Workplace airborne
SF6 concentrations observed in indoor gas-insulated switchgear applications are typically
below 1 ppmv [13]. As a result, the OELs stated above provide a sufficient margin of safety
in these applications and the observed airborne concentrations of Novec Insulating Gases
described above are well below the action level of 1

2 the OEL as defined by US Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). On this basis, risk analyses have established
that gas mixtures containing the Novec Insulating Gases are safe to handle in gas-filled
equipment under all expected operational conditions [1,2].

Independent groups have also conducted toxicological tests [14–16] with Novec 4710
gas using non-OECD test protocols. Variation in test parameters such as the animal species,
exposure time and the condition of the gas will provide significantly different results.
As a result, OECD and international standards such as GHS have standardized hazard
testing criteria, requiring test methods that are scientifically sound and validated according
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to international procedures in order to provide information relevant to a human health
assessment while minimizing the need for animal testing. The results from tests conducted
using non-standard protocols have led to some confusion over the toxicological profile for
the Novec gases.

The data reported by Li and colleagues [14] for acute inhalation tests conducted in
the rat over a 4-h time interval found an LC50 value of 15,000–20,000 ppmv, which is
consistent with the LC50 value discussed above. Additional tests were conducted at high
concentrations over a time interval of 24-h. Such an exceptionally long test period is
far beyond the 4-h exposure required for acute inhalation testing that is used for GHS
classification of a chemical and does not aid in performing a human health risk assessment.
The alleged effects on various organs systems observed in the 24-h exposure were actually
a result of pulmonary edema-induced hypoxia (insufficient oxygen reaching the internal
organs) and not a direct response of the test material on these organs. The 3M-sponsored,
28-day inhalation toxicity study referenced above found the respiratory tract to be the target
organ, exhibiting signs of an irritant-like effect, but no histopathological changes were
noted in other organ systems. Overall, the results in the paper are consistent with the LC50
values published to date and do not contradict the recommended 65 ppmv occupational
exposure limit.

Preve and colleagues [15] have repeatedly cited toxicological data developed outside
of the recommended and validated testing protocols. The acute inhalation LC50 data used
in their publications were derived using different animal models (mouse). The OECD
protocols for acute inhalation toxicity (OECD 403, 433 and 436) all state that the preferred
test species is the rat as it has been previously been demonstrated that mice are often more
sensitive in acute inhalation studies than other mammals, a factor which complicates the
use of data generated in mice for risk assessment purposes [17]. Similarly, the discussions
in these papers regarding mutagenicity aspects appear to overlook both the available data
on the Novec gases as well as the recommendations for the use of read-across techniques
encouraged by regulatory bodies such as the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA). As a
result, the data generated in those studies do not augment the information for a human
health risk assessment.

Zhang and colleagues published the results from a series of inhalation toxicity studies
conducted in the mouse [16]. As expected, the results demonstrated the higher sensitivity
of the mouse in acute inhalation studies compared to the rat but again did not demonstrate
any additional relevance for a human health risk assessment. While the authors stated
that there is still much work to be conducted on the toxicity of C4 nitrile and a need for an
occupational exposure level, this assessment clearly does not reflect the significant amount
of data readily available on this material which includes GLP-conducted acute, sub-chronic,
developmental and reproductive, and genetic toxicity studies. Based upon these studies,
3M has developed an occupational exposure limit of 65 ppm which is published on the 3M
safety data sheets and product literature.

Additional considerations apply when handling any insulting gas after arcing events.
In the case of electrical arcing in equipment containing SF6, high-toxicity decomposition
byproducts such as HF, S2F10 and SO2 can be generated. These byproducts are highly
hazardous and pose a potential toxicity risk to those exposed. Depending on the nature of
the arcing event, the Novec gas mixtures may also undergo some degree of decomposition.
Even though testing demonstrated that arced Novec gas mixtures can be less hazardous
than arced SF6 mixtures [1,2], similar precautions should be taken when handling such gas
mixtures. Employees performing maintenance procedures on electrical switches containing
arced SF6 are required to use proper handling procedures and wear personal protective
equipment. Similar precautions should be taken with arced Novec gas mixtures.
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4. Environmental Considerations
4.1. Global Warming Potentials

One metric for analyzing the potential environmental impact of SF6 alternatives is a
comparison of the global warming potential (GWP) for the gases used within the different
technologies. The GWP is an index that provides a relative measure of the possible climate
impact of a compound which acts as a greenhouse gas in the atmosphere. It effectively
calculates the amount of energy absorbed by a compound over a period of time relative to
that of a reference compound, CO2. The GWP as defined by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) [18] is calculated as the integrated radiative forcing due to the
release of 1 kg of that compound relative to the warming due to 1 kg of CO2 over the same
time interval (the integration time horizon (ITH)), as shown in Equation (1):

GWPi =

∫ ITH
0 RiCi0 exp

(
−t
τi

)
dt∫ ITH

0 RCO2 CCO2(t)dt
(1)

where R is the radiative forcing per unit mass of a compound (the change in the flux of
radiation through the atmosphere due to the infrared (IR) absorbance of the compound),
C is the atmospheric concentration of a compound, τ is the atmospheric lifetime of a
compound, t is time and i is the compound of interest. The commonly accepted ITH is 100
years.

Only two variables in the GWP calculation are affected by the physical characteristics
of the compound—the radiative forcing due to IR absorbance and the atmospheric lifetime.
All fluorinated compounds absorb IR energy in the “window” at 8 to 12 µm which is
largely transparent in the natural atmosphere. This IR absorbance, coupled with a long
atmospheric lifetime, results in a high GWP for many perfluorinated compounds such as
SF6.

The most effective approach to producing a lower GWP alternative is to develop
a compound with a significantly shorter atmospheric lifetime. For highly fluorinated
compounds this means synthesizing a molecule containing functionality or structural
features that allow it to decompose more readily in the natural atmosphere. This is precisely
the approach that was taken with the Novec Insulating Gases. Novec 5110 gas incorporates
a carbonyl group that undergoes direct photolysis when exposed to sunlight in the lower
atmosphere leading to a GWP value of less than 1 [19]. Novec 4710 gas contains a nitrile
group that reacts with hydroxyl radicals in a process similar to the degradation mechanism
for most organic compounds that enter the lower atmosphere. Multiple studies have
reported an atmospheric lifetime and GWP value for Novec 4710 gas. At first glance, these
values may appear to vary considerably. However, as the review below demonstrates, the
results are consistent within recognized experimental uncertainty.

The initial studies were performed in the 3M Environmental Laboratory to investigate
the atmospheric lifetime of Novec 4710 gas. A series of experiments measured the rate of
degradation for Novec 4710 gas due to reaction with hydroxyl radicals relative to methane
or pentafluoroethane as a reference compound. Hydroxyl radicals were generated via
photolysis of ozone in the presence of water vapor. Concentrations of the reactants were
measured continuously by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) using a 10-m
pathlength within a 5.7 L gas cell maintained at 300 K. Additionally, gas samples were
analyzed by gas chromatography with mass spectrometry during one of the experiments to
confirm the concentrations of Novec 4710 gas. The average atmospheric lifetime calculated
from four separate experiments was 30 years for Novec 4710 gas [20].

The radiative efficiency for Novec 4710 gas was calculated at 0.225 Wm−2ppbv−1

using the method of Pinnock et al. [21] with an IR cross-section measured using 0.5 cm−1

resolution. This radiative efficiency value takes into account the necessary stratospheric
temperature adjustments and atmospheric lifetime corrections. The radiative efficiency
combined with a 30-year lifetime results in a GWP of 2100 using the IPCC calculation
method [18].
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A study published by Sulbaek Andersen and colleagues conducted smog chamber
experiments to investigate the atmospheric fate of Novec 4710 gas [22]. Experiments
were performed within a 101 L photoreactor maintained at 296 K. Hydroxyl radicals were
generated by photolysis of ozone in the presence of hydrogen gas. The atmospheric lifetime
was determined from these experiments to be approximately 22 years. Combining this
lifetime with the radiative efficiency they measured at 0.217 Wm−2ppbv−1 using an FTIR
resolution of 0.25 cm−1 resulted in a GWP value reported as 1490. The lifetime reported
in this study was calculated using the measured reaction rate constant and an average
hydroxyl radical concentration in the atmosphere. For compounds considered to be well-
mixed in the atmosphere (i.e., lifetimes more than a few months), it is more common to
calculate the lifetime relative to a reference compound such as methyl chloroform since
there is a comprehensive analysis of its abundance in the atmosphere as well as its rate of
emission and removal. The atmospheric lifetime calculated from this method is 32 years,
resulting in a GWP of 2090.

Another series of experiments were conducted by Blázquez and colleagues in which
they examined the temperature dependence of the reaction of hydroxyl radical with Novec
4710 gas [23]. Hydroxyl radicals were produced by photolysis of HNO3. Measurements
were made from 278 to 358 K. A linear equation (in the form of the Arrhenius equation)
was fit to these kinetic data. The atmospheric lifetime was reported as 47 years using
kinetics extrapolated to 272 K. The radiative efficiency was measured in this study to be
0.279 Wm−2ppbv−1 using a 1 cm−1 spectral resolution. These data combined to report
a GWP value of 3646. While the lower temperature for the kinetic calculations is more
representative of the average tropospheric temperature, a comparison of values across
all studies requires data to be compared from equivalent conditions. The kinetic data
measured at 298 K in this study results in an atmospheric lifetime of 31 years. Calculation
of the GWP using this lifetime and the above radiative efficiency produces a value of 2620.

While there is variability in the GWP values resulting from these independent studies,
the values are well within the uncertainty reported by IPCC of ±35% [18] as shown in
Figure 4. The average lifetime and GWP values from the 3 studies are 31 years and 2260,
respectively, which agree well with the original values report by 3M. On this basis, 3M
continues to report the lifetime and GWP values derived from their internal studies of
30 years and 2100, respectively.
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The GWP for a gas mixture is calculated using the GWP value for each individual
component multiplied by its weight fraction in the mixture according to Equation (2):

GWPmixture = ∑
i

xi GWPi (2)

where xi and GWPi are the weight fraction and GWP of component i, respectively.

4.2. Greenhouse Gas Emissions

A comparison of GWP values for representative gas mixtures used as alternatives
to SF6 is shown in Table 4. However, this type of comparison only provides a partial
assessment of the environmental impact from insulating gas technologies. The mass of gas
released, even from the same volumetric leakage rate, can be significantly different due to
the considerably different gas densities. Table 4 also shows the GHG emission reductions
achieved by the alternative-gas mixtures are even lower than would have been apparent
through a simple comparison of GWPs.

Table 4. Initial climate performance of alternative-gas mixtures compared to SF6.

Gas Formulation (mole%) 100% SF6
5% Novec 4710/95%

CO2

5% Novec 5110/95%
Air

Pressure (bar) 4 6 6.5
GWP of gas mixture 23,500 398 <1

GWP reduction vs SF6 — 98.3% >99.9%
GHG content (kg CO2e/m3) 553,929 4969 3.5

GHG emission reduction
from discrete emission

relative to SF6

— 99.1% >99.9%

Another disadvantage to assessing the climate impact of gases solely through comparison
of GWP values is the inherent limitations within the GWP calculation itself. It is important to
note that the commonly recognized GWP for a substance is calculated over a 100-year ITH.
This ITH is a compromise between shorter-term and longer-term effects [18]. However, this
means that the full climate impact of a very long-lived gas, such as SF6, is not fully accounted
for in the GWP calculation. Figure 5 displays a plot of the quantity of gas remaining in
the atmosphere following a 1 kg release. A compound such as Novec 4710 gas with an
atmospheric lifetime of 30 years is expected to be essentially fully degraded within the GWP
calculation timeframe. Contrast that with SF6 which, due to its atmospheric lifetime of 3200
years, remains in the atmosphere far longer than the 100-year ITH. As a result, only a fraction
of its potential impact on climate change is included in the GWP calculation.

Installations of gas-filled electric power equipment are expected to remain in use for
decades with low level emissions occurring throughout this time due to leakage. Many
regions require reporting of these GHG emissions on an annual basis, even though, as
shown in Figure 5, a portion of the gas leaked in any year can remain in the atmosphere for
far longer. An assessment of the cumulative GHG emissions would account for not only
the mass of gas emitted annually but also the amount of the gas that accumulates in the
environment during its use. Both factors can have a measurable influence on the overall
climate impact of a technology.
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Figure 5. Residence time of insulating gas in the atmosphere, assuming 1 kg release of each compound
at time zero.

Figure 6 compares the cumulative GHG emissions that would occur due to leakage
of insulating gas over a 40-year lifetime of an installed base of gas-filled equipment. The
comparison assumes volumetric emissions from the equipment equivalent to 1 T/year
of SF6 over that lifetime. The calculations are carried out for 100 years corresponding to
the timeframe used in GWP assessments in order to illustrate the limitation of relying
on the GWP parameter alone. Results for alternative-gas mixtures with GWPs of 398
and 1 are plotted along with SF6. Comparison of the GWPs for these mixtures to SF6
suggests that these alternatives represent a 98.3% and >99.9% improvement, respectively.
Additionally, if the different gas densities are factored into the calculation, the reduction in
GHG emissions improves to 99.1% and >99.9%, respectively, as shown in Table 4. However,
the shorter atmospheric lifetimes of the alternative gases mean that both materials degrade
much more rapidly over time compared to SF6, preventing measurable accumulation of
these alternatives in the environment. This limits the cumulative GHG emissions from the
alternative-gas insulation technologies. When calculated over a 100-year timeframe both
gas mixtures reduce GHG emissions by more than 99.9%, regardless of the GWP of the
alternative-gas mixture.
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A lifecycle assessment (LCA) comparing the climate impacts of these alternative-gas
technologies came to similar conclusions [24]. The analysis compared 145 kV GIS bays oper-
ating with the alternative-gas mixtures to identical equipment designed for SF6 throughout
the gas-use phases of the equipment lifecycle (filling, operation, decommissioning). The
LCA demonstrated that the alternative-gas technologies result in large reductions of the
carbon footprint of these applications with a climate impact that is negligible compared to
SF6, confirming the results of the GHG calculations shown above.

5. Conclusions

Gas mixtures containing a fluoroketone or a fluoronitrile, Novec™ 5110 Insulating
Gas and Novec™ 4710 Insulating Gas, respectively, are being implemented as low climate-
impact alternatives to SF6. When used at higher pressure, these gas mixtures can deliver
dielectric performance comparable to SF6 in high voltage systems. The safety of Novec
gases has been evaluated through a series of toxicological studies which demonstrate
that the hazard profiles of the gas mixtures containing these materials are safe to handle
in gas-filled equipment. Both alternative gases have significantly lower GWPs than SF6.
Moreover, their shorter atmospheric lifetimes prevent measurable accumulation of these
gases in the atmosphere. This results in substantial reduction (>99.9%) in GHG emissions
over the expected working life of equipment using these alternatives, irrespective of the
GWP for the individual gas mixture components. As a result, these advanced materials
enable insulation technologies that can make a meaningful contribution to reducing the
environmental impact of high voltage applications. Therefore, limiting alternative-gas
technologies based on GWP alone could be counterproductive to the goal of reducing the
climate impact from electric power applications. In fact, the European Commission report
in 2020 stated “In specific sites where the voltage rate must be maintained and space is
restricted, such as substations at power plants or in urban areas, currently designs based
on fluoronitriles may be the only viable alternative to SF6 based switchgear” [25]. Gas
insulated equipment containing Novec 4710 gas mixtures first started operating on the grid
in 2017, while equipment containing Novec 5110 gas mixtures first started operating on the
grid in 2015. More than 100 equipment bays containing alternative gas mixtures have now
been installed by multiple utilities located primarily in Europe with recent installations in
Asia and North America.
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